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Abstract: Now a days the web document classification has become a very important research area. The growth 

of the www also makes the web document classification very wide, important as well essential. Our aim is to 

give focus on web document classification based on audio signals present in the web documents. It is a 

challenge to extract the most common and salient themes from unstructured raw audio data. In this paper, we 

propose an effective algorithm to automatically classify audio content into different categories such as news and 

music. Support vector machines are applied to classify audio into news and music by learning from training 

data. The linear prediction cepstral coeffieients are extracted to characterize the audio data. The extracted 

features are used for training using support vector machines. Support Vector Machine shows better 

performance in audio analyzes than traditional Euclidean distance. 
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I. Introduction 
Digital audio is one of the most important data types distributed by the Internet. However, it is still 

difficult for a computer to automatically analyze audio content, especially to automatically classify and 

recognize audio content. In the age of digital information, audio data has become an important part in many web 

documents. A typical multimedia database often contains millions of audio clips, including environmental 

sounds, machine noise, music, animal sounds, speech sounds, and other non-speech utterances. The need to 

automatically recognize to which class an audio sound belongs makes web document classification and 

categorization an emerging and important research area. In general, audio categorization can be performed in 

two steps. In the first step, an audio sound is reduced to a small set of parameters using various feature 

extraction techniques, and in the second step, classification or categorization algorithms ranging from simple 

Euclidean distance methods to sophisticated statistical techniques are carried out over these parameters. The 

efficacy of an audio classification or categorization system depends on the ability to capture proper audio 

features and to accurately classify each feature set corresponding to its own class.  

Our system classifies the audio signals into predefined categories such as news and music. Each and 

every audio signal extracted from a web document will have its own features. These features are extracted using 

linear prediction analysis. The linear prediction analysis will produce the linear prediction coefficients (LPC). 

The LPCC features are obtained from the linear prediction coefficients. The extracted LPCC features are given 

as input to the support vector machine (SVM). SVM finds support vectors for each category and it is used for 

classifying the given audio data. The experimental result shows that the proposed method gives an accuracy of 

about 96% for categorizing the audio signals.  

 

II. Related Works 
A number of methods have been proposed to discriminate music, speech, silence, and environmental 

sound. The most successful achievement in this area is speech/music discrimination, because speech and music 

are quite different in spectral distribution and temporal change pattern. The work by [1] proposes two 

approaches of spectral coefficient optimization. The two approaches are (1) optimized based on discrete spectral 

features and (1) combine spectral features. Experimental studies have been performed through the Berlin 

Emotional Database, using a support vector machine (SVM) classifier, and five spectral features including 

MFCC, LPC, LPCC, PLP and RASTA-PLP. The authors in [2] proposes a new method for speaker diarization 

using support vector machines (SVM) and auto associative neural network (AANN). The speaker diarization 

process consists of segmenting a conversation speech signal into homogeneous segments which are then 

clustered into speaker classes. The proposed method uses SVM and AANN models to capture the speaker 

specific information from Predictive Cepstral Coefficients (LPCC), Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

(MFCC) In [3] average zero-crossing rate and the short time energy were used as features and simple 

thresholding method was applied to discriminate speech and music from the radio broadcast. The authors in [4] 

used thirteen features in time, frequency and cepstrum domains and different classification methods to achieve a 
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robust performance. Both approaches reported accuracy rate for real-time classification over 95% if a window 

size of 2.4s was used. However, the performance will decrease for the above approaches if a small window size 

is used or other audio scenes such as environment sounds are taken into consideration. 

Further research works have been done to segment audio data into more categories. In [5] a method 

was proposed to classify audio signals into speech, music, and others for the purpose of parsing of news story. 

In [6] an acoustic segmentation approach was proposed that mainly applied to the segmentation of discussion 

recordings in meetings. Audio recordings were segmented into speech, silence, laughter and non-speech sounds 

by using cepstral coefficients as features and a hidden Markov model (HMM) as the classifier. The accuracy 

rate depended on different types of recording. The authors in [7] proposed an approach to divide the generic 

audio data segmentation and classification task into two stages. In the first stage, audio signals were segmented 

and classified into speech, music, song, speech with music background, environmental sound with music 

background, six types of environmental sound, and silence. In the second stage, further classification was 

conducted within each basic type.  

Speech was differentiated into the voice of man, woman and child. Music is classified into classics, 

blues, jazz, rock and roll, music with singing and the plain song, according to the instruments or types. 

Environmental sounds were classified into semantic classes such as applause, bell ring, footstep, wind-storm, 

laughter, bird’s cry, and so on. The accuracy rate was reported over 90%. Robust two-stage audio classification 

and segmentation method to segment an audio stream into speech, music, environment sound and silence was 

proposed in [8]. The first stage of classification was to separate speech from non-speech based on K-nearest-

neighbor (KNN) and linear spectral pairs—vector quantization (LSP-VQ) classification scheme and simple 

features such as zero-crossing rate ratio, short time energy ratio, spectrum flux, and LSP distance. The second 

stage further segmented the non-speech class into music, environment sounds and silence with a rule-based 

classification scheme and two new features: noise frame ratio and band periodicity. The total accuracy rate was 

reported over 96%.  

Our system classifies the audio signals into predefined categories such as news and music. Each and 

every audio signal will have its own features. These features are extracted using linear prediction analysis. The 

linear prediction analysis will produce the linear prediction coefficients (LPC). The LPCC features are obtained 

from the linear prediction coefficients. The extracted LPCC features are given as input to the support vector 

machine (SVM). SVM finds support vectors for each category and it is used for classifying the given audio data. 

The experimental result shows that the proposed method gives an accuracy of about 96% for categorizing the 

audio signals. 

 

III. Feature Extraction 
Feature selection is important for audio content analysis. As like the text and image we can extract 

features from audio signals. The selected features should reflect the significant characteristics of different kinds 

of audio signals extracted from web documents. Speech is defined as human made sound by vocal tract in an 

idea for communication. Recorded speech and computer-generated sound are also considered speech. We can 

split up the speech domain into many sub-categories. One way is to identify the spoken language. One can also 

use the speech to identify whom or what the speaker is, using the emotional content spoken by the speaker and 

the subject matter of the speech. Further, we can classify speech into different categories like news, sports 

commentary, and advertisement content so on. The Music can be human made sound by instruments, as well 

human vocal tract to reflect particular emotion or feeling. The natural sounds like waterfall, birds sound, animal 

sounds are also considered as music. All the above said audio signals are distant in some way. Thos hidden 

information is represented as features of audio signals and those features are to be used to train the machine 

learning algorithm. The exact difference between these different type audio signals is exactly to be extracted 

will lead to better results.    

 

 

IV. Linear Prediction Analysis 
The theory of linear prediction (LP) is closely linked to modeling of the vocal tract system, and relies 

upon the fact that a particular speech sample may be predicted by a linear weighted sum of the previous 

samples. The number of previous samples used for prediction is known as the order of predictions. The weights 

applied to each of the previous speech samples are known as linear prediction coefficients (LPC). They are 

calculated so as to minimize the prediction error.  

In many applications, Euclidean distance is used as a measure of similarity or dissimilarity between 

feature vectors. The sharp peaks of the LP spectrum may produce large errors in a similarity test, even for a 

slight shift in the position of the peaks. Hence, linear prediction coefficients are converted in to cepstral 

coefficients using a recursive relation. Cepstral coefficients represent the log magnitude spectrum, and the first 
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few coefficients model the smooth envelope of the log spectrum. These coefficients can be obtained either from 

linear prediction coefficients or from the inverse discrete fourier transform (IDFT) of log magnitude spectrum of 

the speech signal. In both cases, the process results in estimating vocal tract system characteristics from the 

speech signal. 

 

 
Fig 1 Web Audio Classification 

 

V. Linear Prediction Cepstral Coefficients 
The cepstral coefficients derived from either linear prediction (LP) analysis or a filter bank approach 

are almost treated as standard front end features. Speech systems developed based on these features have 

achieved a very high level of accuracy, for speech recorded in a clean environment. Basically, spectral features 

represent phonetic information, as they are derived directly from spectra. The features extracted from spectra, 

using the energy values of linearly arranged filter banks, equally emphasize the contribution of all frequency 

components of a speech signal. In this context, LPCCs are used to capture emotion-specific information 

manifested through vocal tract features. In this work, the 10th order LP analysis has been performed, on the 

speech signal, to obtain 13 LPCCs per speech frame of 20ms using a frame shift of 10 ms. the human way of 

emotion recognition depends equally on two factors, namely: its expression by the speaker as well as its 

perception by a listener. The purpose of using LPCCs is to consider vocal tract characteristics of the speaker, 

while performing automatic emotion recognition. Cepstrum may be obtained using linear prediction analysis of 

a speech signal. The basic idea behind linear predictive analysis is that the nth speech sample can be estimated 

by a linear combination of its previous p samples as shown in the following equation. 

 

 

where a1, a2, a3, . . . are assumed to be constants over a speech analysis frame. These are known as 

predictor coefficients or linear predictive coefficients. These coefficients are used to predict the speech samples. 

The difference of actual and predicted speech samples is known as an error. It is given by 

 
Where e(n) is the error in prediction, s(n) is the original speech signal, ˆs(n) is a predicted speech 

signal, aks are the predictor coefficients. To compute a unique set of predictor coefficients, the sum of squared 

differences between the actual and predicted speech samples has been minimized (error minimization) as shown 

in the equation below 

 
Where m is the number of samples in an analysis frame. To solve the above equation for LP 

coefficients, En has to be differentiated with respect to each ak and the result is equated to zero as shown below 
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After finding the aks, one may find cepstral coefficients using the following recursion. 

 

 
 

VI. Audio Classification Using Support Vector Machines 
A support vector machine (SVM) performs classification by constructing an N-dimensional hyperplane 

that optimally separates the data into two categories. SVM models are closely related to neural networks. In fact, 

a SVM model using a sigmoid kernel function is equivalent to a two-layer, feed-forward neural network. Using 

a kernel function, SVM’s are an alternative training method for polynomial, radial basis function and multi-layer 

perceptron classifiers in which the weights of the network are found by solving a quadratic programming 

problem with linear constraints, rather than by solving a non-convex, unconstrained minimization problem as in 

standard neural network training. The goal of SVM modeling is to find the optimal hyperplane that separates 

clusters of vector in such a way that cases with one category of the target variable are on one side of the plane 

and cases with the other category are on the other size of the plane. The vectors near the hyperplane are the 

support vectors. 

SVM learning is a useful statistic machine learning technique that has been successfully applied in the 

pattern recognition area. If the data are linearly non-separable but nonlinearly separable, the nonlinear support 

vector classifier will be applied. The basic idea is to transform input vectors into a high-dimensional feature 

space using a nonlinear transformation, and then to do a linear separation in feature space. To construct a 

nonlinear support vector classifier, the inner product is replaced by a kernel function. The SVM has two layers. 

During the learning process, the first layer selects the basis, (as well as the number), from the given set of bases 

defined by the kernel the second layer constructs a linear function in this space. This is completely equivalent to 

constructing the optimal hyperplane in the corresponding feature space. The SVM algorithm can construct a 

variety of learning machines by use of different kernel functions. Three kinds of kernel functions are usually 

used. They are as follows. 

 Polynomial kernel of degree d 

  K(x,y)=((x,y)+1)d 

 Radial basis function with Gaussian kernel of width c>0 

  K(x,y)=exp(-|x-y|2/c) 

 Neural networks with tanh activation function  

  K(x,y)=tanh(k(x,y)+ ). 

 

Among the several kernel functions available, we chose to use the radial basis functions (RBF). The 

svm training process analyzes training data to find an optimal way to classify the audio data into sports, news, 

advertisement and music. The training data should be sufficient to be statistically significant. The training data 

is segmented into fixed-length and overlapping frames (in our experiments we used 20 msec frames with 10 

msec overlapping). When neighboring frames are overlapped, the temporal characteristics of audio content can 

be taken into consideration in the training process. Features such as LPC and LPCC are calculated from each 

frame. The support vector machine learning algorithm is applied to produce the classification parameters. The 

training process needs to be performed only once. The derived classification parameters are used to classify the 

given audio into sports, news, advertisement and music.  

 

VII. Experimental Results 
The experimental studies are conducted for two different categories of audio data. The data has been 

collected from news web document and music web document. The output will be one among the two categories. 

The data were randomly divided in to two sets namely training sets and testing sets. For training the LPCC 

features are extracted for each audio data. The LPCC features are extracted for each category and the SVM is 

trained in multi-class mode. The class label 0 and 1 corresponds to the category news and music. The SVM 

training process creates two models, one model for each category. The snapshot of the SVM training is shown in 

figure 2. For testing, the LPCC features are extracted from the audio data and are given as input to the SVM. 

The SVM test the category for each audio frame and the majority rule is used to decide the category of the given 

audio data. The snapshot of the SVM testing is shown in Figure 3. The audio signals used to train and test the 

SVM with news class is shown in figure 4 and the audio signals used to train and test the SVM with music class 

is shown in figure 5. 
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Fig 2: SVM training Process 

 

 
Fig 3: SVM testing Process 

 

 
Fig 4.News Train and Test file 
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Fig 5. Music Train and Test file 

 

The experimental results show that the method achieves an accuracy of about 96%. 

 

VIII. Conclusion 
In this work, we propose a method to classify the two type of different audio signasl news and music 

taken from the web document. The 14th order LPC and 19 dimensional LPCC features for these audio signals 

were extracted as features and given as input to train the SVM. The same is applied for testing also. The 

experimental results show that the proposed method achieves an accuracy of about 96%.  In future the category 

may be extended and also other type of audio signal features were also be considered for trained and tested with 

SVM and also with other classification machine learning algorithms. The text and images present in the web 

documents will also be taken and their features can also be used to classify the type of web documents. 
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